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Internet of Things is a paradigm that empowers the Internet-connected heterogeneous devices alongside with their capabilities to sense the
physical world and act on it. Internet of Things has a wide range of application in a variety of areas and contexts, such as smart spaces
like smart homes and smart cities. These systems have to deal with device-related problems, such as heterogeneity, fault-tolerance, privacy
and security. This paper addresses some patterns about some recurring problems when designing and implementing Internet of Things
systems. More concretely, the patterns address how to deal with highly-changeable, error-prone and failing devices and their networks.
D EVICE R EGISTRY demonstrates how to deal with devices that can change over time. D EVICE R AW DATA C OLLECTOR explains how to check
the health of heterogeneous devices by a constant collection of raw device data. D EVICE E RROR DATA S UPERVISOR shows how to leverage
the continuous data-flow coming from devices to enable error detection and, consequently, processing and handling those errors. Lastly,
P REDICTIVE D EVICE M ONITOR show how to pro-actively predict devices operation behavior enabling maintenance actions.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a novel paradigm with a wide range of applications, pushing towards a worldwide network
of interconnected heterogeneous entities. These entities, devices, are capable of contextual awareness, sensing
capability, and autonomy [Hossain et al. 2015].
There exists a variety of domains where IoT has to take a fundamental role, including, but not limited to, smart
spaces such as smart cities and smart homes [Tan 2010; Korzun et al. 2013]. However, as of today, there is a set
of pending research challenges and problems in the scope of IoT, emerging from different components and layers
[Mineraud et al. 2016]. IoT generally deals with heterogeneous devices [Miorandi2012], where we can focus on
problems such as data throughputs and formats, programming languages, power/battery constraints, memory and
computation limitations, network deficiencies, privacy and security [Diaz2016].
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Therefore, the underlying technological aspects of IoT systems and the details of their implementations reveals
recurring solutions for the inherent problems to the field. These time-tested solutions have been described as
design patterns.
Efforts have already been made towards the definition and categorization of patterns [Chandra and Mahindra
2016], though there is still a large number of recurrent solutions implemented in IoT systems which are yet to
be documented. Therefore, more in-depth research needs to be done to, on the one hand, reveal more design
patterns laying in the IoT-based systems, and, on another hand, document the new and pre-existing patterns
following the established pattern template documentation standards.
Initial contributions in the context of developing such design patterns were done by Reinfurt et al. [Reinfurt et al.
2016], establishing five patterns representing some key aspects of the IoT scenario, namely: D EVICE G ATEWAY,
D EVICE S HADOW, RULES E NGINE, D EVICE WAKEUP T RIGGER and R EMOTE L OCK AND W IPE. Futher work by the
same authors focus on device energy supply types and operation modes [Reinfurt et al. 2017].
In Section 2 of this paper, the four patterns will be described in detail each with a figure presenting the sequence
diagram. A summary of the patterns here described is shown in Table I.
Table I. Summary of the identified and described patterns.
Pattern

Problem

Solution

Device Registry

When the number of devices in a network increase it
is hard to manually keep a record of all the connected
devices and their proprieties.

Build and maintain a registry with all devices in the system which scales and adapts as the devices connected
to the system can change.

Device Raw Data
Collector

IoT devices are typically producing large quantities of
data. The complexity, heterogeneity and distributed
architecture inherent to IoT-based systems leads to the
creation of large amounts of data lacking a coherent
structure, but it is essential to keep this raw data stored.

A collector should be part of the IoT-systems in order
to collect all the raw data produced by the system from
device logs to network traffic.

Device Error Data
Supervisor

As the number of devices in an IoT system increases,
dealing with errors that can appear at different architecture levels lead to a scalability and fault-tolerance
problem.

A supervisor should be continuously processing data
coming from the devices in the network, handling
errors that may appear, triggering countermeasures or
broadcasting alerts.

Predictive
Monitor

IoT-based systems are deployed in a variety of environments and, depending on the criticality of such
deployment scenarios, malfunctions on the system can
have different levels of nefarious effects.

Using well-known pattern analysis techniques, predictive failure detection can be enabled as a way of
detecting when and how a device will fail, improving the
health of system through maintenance actions.

Device

In order to identify the patterns here presented, existing products and technologies were analyzed and information about them collected and reviewed [Fehling et al. 2014].
2.

INTERNET OF THINGS PATTERNS

In this section, the four patterns mentioned earlier shall be described, as well as the interactions between them. A
pattern map of the identified patterns is shown in Figure 1.
As a real-world scenario of application we can consider a simple smart-home. Such a system has a network of
devices with different functionalities (and from different manufacturers) connected to it as, for example, thermostats
(e.g. Google Nest), smart light bulbs (e.g. Philips Hue), smart refrigerator (e.g. LG ThinQ), connected surveillance
(e.g. Amazon Cloud Cam) and smart locks (e.g. August Smart Lock).
Considering the simple smart-home scenario, which consists of several Internet-connected devices, the Device
Registry pattern can be applied as way of dealing with the identification of the devices as well as a way to
discover new devices as they connect to the network. Furthermore, such a system must be fault tolerant (e.g. if the
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Fig. 1. Pattern mapping of the four different design patterns identified, including their interactions and relationships.

smart lock system stops working an user can become unable to enter his home) and, as such, the device operating
state should be constantly recorded, applying the Device Raw Data Collector. Errors on the system could be
constantly watched with the Device Error Data Supervisor (e.g. for enabling the manufacturer company to
automatically correct the error without troubling the user) and finally, maintenance actions should take place when
it is predicted that a fail is likely to occur, using the Predictive Device Monitor.
2.1

Device Registry

interaction Device Registry
Device

Device Registry

1 : Sign In
2 : Success
loop DeviceQuery
[isDeviceRegistered = true]

3 : Query

4 : Response

Fig. 2. Sequence diagram of the Device Registry pattern detailing the interactions between the IoT device’s and the Device Registry.

Aliases. Thing Registry, Device Hub
Context. An IoT implementation mostly consists in a group of devices which form a network. It should be
possible to leverage the visibility of a set of devices to provide more complex features (e.g. the introduction devices
whose focus is to process data). Nonetheless, as an administrator of the network, one is aware that one of the
main requirements of a network of IoT devices is its scalability. Therefore, the devices should be Plug and Play
[Yang et al. 2015]. Regarding security and control over the network, it should be possible to disconnect the devices
from the network if they get hacked, promote the mutual awareness or, in the opposite case, limit the exposure of
the devices among each other.
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Problem. Having a local registry in each device is not possible simply because the network is too large for an
IoT device to keep track of. Moreover, it is also desirable to have an updated registry that every device may rely on.
Forces
Storage Constraint: The network has too many devices to allow an IoT device to have a local registry of all the
connected devices, or at least the ones meaningful to it, taking up precious storage space. Having a larger
storage per device is undesirable as it increases the hardware costs of the devices.
Uptime: The device’s uptime may be intermittent, increasing the odds of missing the join event of a new device in
the network. Additionally, it is undesirable to ask the network for the log of events that occurred, as its size may
be large. Therefore, the broadcast channels should be free for meaningful communication.
Scalability: The network size is aimed to grow and the initial configuration is subjectable to changes. However, the
costs regarding storage and communication channels must be reduced to their minimum.
Mutability: The network is not locked to its initial configuration (new features may be added and old ones removed).
Moreover, a device is mutable and its capabilities may support different features during its lifespan. These
changes must be propagated accross the network, but without flooding the communication channels.
Consistency: Expanding the network must never leave it in a inconsistent state. Every device must be recognized
and its capabilities known so it can be used. However, the devices may be hacked and disrupt the network.
Security: The IoT devices are exposed and constitute the bridge between the attacker and the network. As such,
given that the devices have weak capabilities, they are a frequent target for attacks aiming to disrupt the network
(e.g. flooding the communication channels or sending erroneous messages directly to other devices). Lastly,
breaching one device allows one to snap the structure of all the devices present (e.g. their location and features).
Solution. Have a single module known and reachable by the whole network of components. This module may
be queried for the address of a given device or to list a group of devices having a specific set of features. Also, a
device joining the network will have to register itself in this module. In order to leave the network, the procedure
is the same. The devices may subscribe to certain events (e.g. registration of devices with a specific capability)
so they make the best use of the network. The module may request authentication for a device to register itself
into the network. Afterwards, all communications may be accomplished using a token to enhance security. The
communication between devices is not handled by this module. Also regarding security, a hacked device should
be excluded of the network by not acknowledging it when asked and its exclusion should be broadcasted so no
device communicates with it. If the contents of the network are sensitive, then each device should only be visible
to devices that need to communicate with it. This way, each device has a limited view of the network. Only this
module has access to the registry in order not to compromise it. Additionally, this module must be operational
and visible at all times so it doesn’t limit the network operation. Lastly, the device registry, if replicated through
multiple devices, may be placed in a subnetwork which only contains these devices, thus enabling communication
through multicast between them. The information the device registry should contain of each device is its identifying
name, its type (sensor/actuator), its variant (e.g. light sensor, temperature sensor, motor), its IP and the devices it
is allowed to communicate with.
Resulting Context. Scalability: the registration is made on a single module with some metadata regarding the
device capabilities. Mutability: The subscrition of certain events empowers the network to change itself at runtime.
Furthermore, adding or removing features is as easy as posting the information to the module. Consistency and
Atomicity: the registry is located on a single module. Security: a device may only be aware of the rest of the network
if registered. Not only that, but the devices may only be aware of the devices allowed by the registry module.
Additionally, the module has the power to cut off a hacked device from the network. Responsabilities: there’s a
clearer separation of concerns and more awareness of the network capabilities. Single point of failure: a single
module holding the registry has its advantages, as stated previously, but one unavoidable downside is creating a
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component which the system heavily relies on to properly function. Attacks: grouping all the information of the
devices in the network in a single module increases the desirability of attacks to it in order to retrieve informations
of the network.
Related Patterns. S ERVICE R EGISTRY[Sarma and Bhagavatula 2008]
Examples. Take an IoT system which contains an actuator that controls the opening and closing of window
blinds given the average temperature of the environment the system is in. Consider now that a new temperature
sensor is added in a room which did not have one already. Using device registry, the actuator mentioned before
will automatically be aware of the recently added temperature sensor and request temperature readings from it
as well, without the need to be manually reprogrammed to include the knowledge of the new device’s location.
This pattern is already in use as described by some of the biggest companies such as Amazon Web Services IoT
(AWS IoT) [Services 2017] with the Thing Registry and in Microsoft Azure IoT [Corporation 2017] with the IoT Hub
identity registry.
2.2

Device Raw Data Collector

interaction Device Raw Data Collector
Device

Collector

loop DataCommunication
[isDeviceInTheNetwork = true]
1 : Data
Receives the data
and stores it

Fig. 3. Sequence diagram of the Device Raw Data Collector pattern detailing the interactions between the IoT device’s and the raw data
collector.

Aliases. Device State Store
Context. Both the raw data collected by the devices and the logs they produce can be the source of a wealth of
information about the status of the system and the functioning of the devices. This pattern facilitates the compilation
of data and logs from the devices in a singular, known location, from where it can later be extracted and further
processed.
Problem. Edge devices in IoT systems are constantly reporting data about their functioning. It is therefore
important to have an efficient way to store it consistently. The problem arises due to the fact that the devices
are spread geographically and the information needs to be sent to a remote location due to the limitation of the
devices’ storage. That is, there needs to be a way to receive, collect and distribute raw data and logs produced by
the devices. It may be desired to attach some labels to the data such as timestamps. Lastly, the delay between the
moment the data is generated and its storage is crucial in order to allow real time monitoring by other entities.
Nonetheless, ensuring data integrity is also a key point, but it is as important to have security and abstraction
layers in order to prevent outsiders from having access to the stored data.
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Forces
Channel bandwidth: The amount of information to be sent should be limited by the capabilities of the communication channels of the system.
Edge processment: The edge devices are able to pre-process data and/or control the flow of data emitted, so that
it does not flood the network.
Solution. Have a centralized collector server responsible for capturing logs and raw data from every edge
device. The collected data can later be used for a variety of purposes such as error detection (D EVICE E RROR
DATA S UPERVISOR), system status analysis or extracting information from the data. This collector server may exist
locally or be located in the cloud, but its location needs to be known to every edge device (D EVICE R EGISTRY).
Each sequence of raw data or log captured should be stored by the collector along with a reference of which
device it was emitted by. Additional labels may be attached either requested be the device or by the server.
Resulting Context. Facilitates the detection of errors in edge devices. Raw data received from the devices can
be used as a source of information for posterior analysis. By having the raw data stored, a more powerful device,
or even a dedicated one, can process it. It is possible to identify the device from which sequence piece of data
originates, thus making it possible to analyze individual devices, the whole system or parts of it.
The server described will need enough disk space to store a history of the device data and logs.
Related Patterns. R AW DATA [DeLano 1998], C ENTRALIZED DATA [DeLano 1998], L OG AGGREGATOR [Brown
and Woolf 2016], C ENTRALIZED S YSTEM L OGGING [Bijvank et al. 2013]
Examples. Consider an IoT system in which about 100 edge devices are present. With the D EVICE R AW DATA
C OLLECTOR all the data an logs produced by the devices will be sent and stored in a repository, clearly identifying
the device from which each piece of data originated from, and said data can then later be used for a variety of
purposes, e.g. error detection.
Already in use by a multiplicity of entities such as syslog-ng1 , Amazon Simple Storage Service2 and Microsoft
Azure Storage3 .
2.3

Device Error Data Supervisor

Aliases. Device Error Processing
Context. IoT-based systems are typically constituted by a large quantity of nodes, highly complex and distributed.
This makes the occurrence of errors in edge devices more common due to the inherent heterogeneity as well
as the wide-range of deployment scenarios where these nodes can coexist. By collecting information from the
data streams associated to the edge systems, such as logs, it becomes possible to notice errors that occur in the
system. The handling and processing of such errors is fundamental in order to mitigate failures and, consequently,
reduce downtimes and other nefarious effects in the deployed IoT systems.
Problem. Edge devices in IoT systems are susceptible to errors which can affect the reliability of the data
collected by sensors and influence the correct functioning of actuator systems. When the errors reported by the
devices themselves or edge-device monitoring systems are not correctly handled and processed this can lead to
the appearance of malfunctions in the systems, with consequences depending on the criticality of these systems.
Forces
1 https://syslog-ng.org
2 https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
3 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/storage
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interaction Device Error Data Supervisor
Admin

Device Error Data Supervisor

Device

Device Raw Data Collector

loop DataAnalysis
[hasTheDeviceNewData = true]
1 : New Data

2 : Data Has Been Updated
3 : Request Device Data
4 : Device Data
opt DeviceErrorHandling
[errorDataDetected = true]
alt ErrorCountermeasure
[fix]

5 : Fix
6 : Success

[notify]
7 : Error Occured

Fig. 4. Sequence diagram of the Device Error Data Supervisor pattern detailing the interaction between the IoT device’s, the device
raw data collector, error supervisor and the administrator actor.

Heterogeneity: Edge devices have a variety of origins. Thus complexity and diversity are inherent characteristics
of IoT-based systems, and error-rates associated with these systems are increased by them.
Reliability: Edge devices are error-prone, since they are susceptible to security breaches, software and/or
hardware failures or malfunctions. These errors reduce the reliability on the system due to the possibility of the
system entering in malfunction or failure states, which can lead to undesired/unintended behaviors.
Recoverability: When a device enters in a error state there’s the need of restoring its default behavior. This
becomes even more relevant if the device is placed in remote or limited-access locations.
Impact: Depending on the deployment environment and its criticality, errors can produce different ranges of
nefarious effects.
Solution. Since devices themselves, or even monitoring systems, are capable of reporting information about
their current status and activities, and such data is collected, it is possible to continuously analyze and process it
in order to detect explicit or implicit errors on the data. Whenever an error occurs some actions must be taken, as
countermeasures, to mitigate or reduce its impact on the IoT system.
Resulting Context. To be able to offer D EVICE E RROR DATA S UPERVISOR functionalities, the edge devices
must be continuously giving feedback about their current functioning status. Such information can be given by the
devices themselves or by some third-party monitoring mechanism, and can be accomplished by implementing
the D EVICE R AW DATA C OLLECTOR. By analyzing the continuous flow of data we can detect and process errors,
enabling its correct handling and activating warning mechanisms. Therefore, we can consider certain benefits on
the error data handling, namely, by activating available countermeasures in order to mitigate or reduce the impact
of device failures in IoT-based systems.
So, D EVICE E RROR DATA S UPERVISOR comes as a way of increasing reliability in the highly heterogeneous IoT
systems, providing the possibility of enabling recoverability mechanisms in case of error detection thus enabling
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the reduction of the impact that malfunction can have on deployed systems. Moreover, the correct error handling in
IoT systems can lead to the reduction of maintenance costs and efforts.
Notwithstanding, the error data handling can have some drawbacks, such as the increase of response time due
to more extensive data processing. Such problem can appear specially when dealing within resource-constrained
situations. Furthermore, some false-positive errors can appear in the data and countermeasures or warnings may
be activated unnecessarily, which can have more or less of an impact depending on the situation.
Related Patterns. D EVICE R AW DATA C OLLECTOR, P REDICTIVE D EVICE M ONITOR, RULES E NGINE [Reinfurt
et al. 2016], S ERVICE M ONITOR [Sarma and Bhagavatula 2008]
Examples. IoT dashboards such as Grafana4 includes functionalities of device monitoring and error data
handling, called Alerting Engine, which work by continuously analyzing the time-series data flow, verifying defined
threshold values or incoherent readings, thus emitting warning messages or triggering countermeasure actions
when configured to. Other approaches like the AWS CloudWatch Alarms let one define alarms that watch a single
metric over a timespan and performs one or more actions based on the read value relatively to a given threshold.
Furthermore, IBM allows the processing and handling of device errors by integrating devices with the IBM Watson
IoT Platform5 and Node-RED6 , followed by alert broadcasting using the IBM Alert Notification Service.
2.4

Predictive Device Monitor

interaction Predictive Device Monitor
Predictive Device Monitor

Device Raw Data Collector

loop DataAnalysis
[hasDataBeenUpdated = true]
1 : Request Device Data
2 : Device Data
3 : Create Indicators

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram of the Predictive Device Monitor pattern detailing the interaction between the device raw data collector and
the predictive device monitor.

Aliases. Predictive Device Watcher
Context. Device maintenance in IoT systems can be considerably time costly when malfunctioning. The
possible geographical dispersion and difficult access to the edge components can impact negatively on the time
required to repair said components. Therefore it would be advantageous to efficiently and preemptively estimate
the Remaining Useful Life of an edge component.
4 https://grafana.com
5 https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/internet-of-things-cloud
6 https://nodered.org
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Problem. Maintenance on edge devices is an important operation for resource reliability endurance over time.
Whether it be security vulnerabilities, software malfunction or hardware malfunction, such problems are usually not
detected until after they occur, which results in a longer unexpected downtime. In that sense, it would be extremely
advantageous for the management of an IoT system to become aware of a possible issue as soon as possible so
that actions can be taken to mitigate it.
Forces
Maintenance Scheduling: Repairs should be performed at the appropriate time, as to prevent malfunctions of
devices instead of simply correcting them after they occur, as well as to prevent downtime in a perfectly functional
device, avoiding the misuse of a time and resource costly action.
Downtime: Device malfunctions or failures can lead to increasing costs and disruptions on normal system function.
Reliability: Edge devices are error-prone and this errors reduce the reliability on the system due to the possibility
of the system entering in malfunction or failure states, which can be mitigate with a priori failure detection.
Solution. Based on the R AW D EVICE DATA C OLLECTOR, through the use of monitorization operations like the
ones provided by the algorithms of machine learning and data mining, analyze the data in such a way that allows
the detection of abnormal entries in the data records associated with the devices. These kind of indicators should
be known states or data samples that have a high likelihood of preceding a failure, so the fault prediction will learn
the state that precedes an error with every error that occurs in the system. Upon detection of these indicators, the
system must be able to warn the user of the likelihood of a malfunction, as well as have a schedule of predictable
device failure.
Resulting Context. It becomes possible to avoid errors instead of simply repairing them after their occurrence.
Unexpected downtime due to hardware or software faults is decreased.
The location where the data used for the prediction is stored as well as the component generating that prediction
are centralized. The use of machine learning algorithms may produce false results initially, either positive or
negative, before the patterns leading to those errors are learned by the model.
Variants. P REVENTIVE D EVICE M AINTENANCE: Shares the same problematic and forces behind the described
pattern, but instead of trying to predict when a device will require maintenance actions, it consists on scheduling
preventive maintenances in order to reduce the probability of device failure. The major drawback of such approach
is that maintenance operations can occur without being needed, increasing costs.
Related Patterns. D EVICE R AW DATA M ONITORING, A NY C ORRECTIVE ACTION S TABLE [Singh and Fayad 2010]
Examples. Consider an IoT system which contains a device a temperature sensor known to be prone to issues
from time to time which required substitution of the sensor. With this pattern, using a stream of data from the
device it would be possible to predict when the device would be requiring its next repair. This pattern can be found
in IBM IoT Asset Management Solution [IBM 2016].
3.

FINAL REMARKS

Internet-of-Things paradigm has become a trend in the recent years, though it is still lagging behind in terms of
standardization since each entity, from research institutes to companies, are pursuing different initiatives towards a
common view over IoT. The lack of a common standard leads to a higher-degree of complexity, as one is required to
handle issues stemming from typical system characteristics, such as their large scale or component heterogeneity,
when designing such a system. To help overcome the inherent complexity of IoT systems, we present four IoT
patterns that can assist one when designing such systems. From the scalability perspective, we identify that the
Device Registry is a pattern used when dealing with an unknown, typically large and heterogeneous number of
devices that make part of an IoT based solution, allowing one to identify them as they connect and disconnect from
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the system. From the fault-tolerance perspective, IoT solutions should be resilient and, as such, we identified three
different patterns that allows one to increase the resilience of their solutions. Firstly, we identified the Device Raw
Data Collector, which enables the collection and persistent store of all the data on the IoT system as a way of
keep track of its behavior. Then, and upon the Device Raw Data Collector pattern, the Device Error Data
Supervisor which enables the constant control of the system’s data collected and constantly watch for erroneous
data. Lastly, the Predictive Device Monitor allows the system to, based on the data collected (Device Raw
Data Collector), predict the maintenance needs of a component of the system, reducing the error-proneness of
the system. As further work, we intend to expand the selection of patterns as a way to facilitate the IoT system’s
design and making efforts towards its standardization.
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